
GREAT 
 
In the “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” I began to take note of how often the 
ILLUMINATED human types like Manly Hall, Albert Pike, Helena Blavatsky, etc. as 
well as many of the spiritual types known as “Ascended Masters” or “cosmic 
messengers” like “The Count of Saint Germaine” and “Djwhal Khul” utilized the word 
“Great”. It was used to describe things that seemed “great” for our criminal masters but 
really sucked for the “imbecile majority”.  For example we had the following “Greats”: 
 
The “Great” War or World War I.   
 
Unless you were JP Morgan or his treasonous profiteering and borderless gang banker 
buddies World War I really wasn’t that “great”.  (And speaking of JP, Saint John’s the 
Divine Cathedral, New York City, with its cap less pyramid, which happens to occupy 
the front cover of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”, is also ground zero along with the 
UN-dead for the eco wackos.  JP Morgan just so happened to provide much of the 
funding of this eco wacko-Gaia worshipping church of Satan.  And inside the church of 
Satan we have the “Great” Rose Window, “Great” crossing, “Great” cross, etc.) 
 
The “Great” Depression.   
 
The “Depression” didn’t become the “Great Depression” until “New” Age occultist (see 
Holy Grail link) Franklin Delano Roosevelt came along and gave us many of the 
Communist umm “Progressive” programs of today like social(ist) security and all kinds 
of new Federal spending (which had to be ‘borrowed’ from the illegal “Federal” 
“Reserve” Bank to begin with). In addition he illegally confiscated the “imbecile 
majority’s” gold with the Gold Act of 1933.  Of course the “Depression” wasn’t so 
“great” for the “imbecile majority” but worked out fine for gang bankers like the 
Rockefellers, JP Morgan affiliates, the Warburgs, Henry Ford, et. al. and the other 
insiders close to the “Federal” “Reserve’s” circle of power.  And last but not least FDR 
and his equally occult minded Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace placed the “Great” 
Seal on our illegal “Federal” “Reserve” Notes to symbolize the “Great” Architect of the 
Universe (see below; something tells me our new friend RC Christian may be involved 
here).   
 
The “Great” Society.  
 
John F. Kennedy, his philandering antics aside, at least should be given credit for trying 
to fight “THEM” as far as the useless (unless you were profiting) Vietnam War and 
Executive Order 11110, the authorization for the United States Treasury to print debt free 
and real legal tender, United States Notes (see Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution 
unless you don’t want to be called a ‘terrorist’).  Of course he was duly executed and in 
came “Progressive” Democrat Lyndon Johnson. Johnson and his “advisors”; many 
associated with the treasonous genocidal sellout David Rockefeller and the rest of the 
Council on Foreign Relation (CFR) treasonous globalists. Davie in turn would do 
business with the evil Communist Empire of the Soviet Union who were turning right 



around and feeding North Vietnam supplies to fight against the “imbecile majority” in the 
US military who were being killed...fighting the spread of Communism in North 
Vietnam.  Along with the disgraceful debacle known as Vietnam LBJ (and his 
“advisors”) gave us the “Great Society”; ostensibly to help the black population.  Of 
course this was paired with the legitimate civil rights movement to give it an air of 
righteousness but just so what is so “great” about the “Great Society”?  Five trillion 
dollars later it has done nothing but break up the black family and made them economic 
slaves to the ‘compassionate’ “Progressives”; most of whom are merely brainwashed 
stooges to the gang banker funded Ivy League American hating cesspools like Columbia 
Teachers’ College and Harvard excuse me HAAARverd.  Again the pattern holds: if 
you’re in the gang banker shadow government it’s “great” profits but it really sucks for 
those it purports to “help”.  In a nutshell, the “Great” Society has done nothing but create 
a mini-Orwellian, zombified government dependent slave state amongst the American 
blacks.  I can come to no other conclusion: The “Great” Society is some kind of test case 
and/or preview from “THEM” to us out here in the “imbecile majority” with the 
American black (and other poor people) as its ‘experiment’.   WorldNetDaily writer 
Mychal Massie sums up this whole “Great” Society sham quite succinctly: 
 

Since shortly after the signing of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964-65, and the 
advent of the Great Society Initiatives, blacks have been systematically 
stripped of their dignity and converted from self-sufficient, pride-filled, 
patriotic Americans to wards of a liberal nanny government who are 
motivated by rage, resentment and animus. (1) 

 
This concept of the Godless, Ma Government run “Great” Society is the source of the 
subtitle for my book/website (in case you were wondering). 
 
Again this concept is covered throughout Section 3 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”. 
For now suffice it to say I came across copious other terms like the “Great” Mystery, the 
“Great” Mystery Schools, the “Great” League of Learning, the “Great” Tree, etc., etc.   
 
This is only the ‘secular’ side of things; let’s get to the fun stuff.  Thirty third degree 
Freemason and occultist Manly Hall is a great source of the overuse of the word “great” 
in relation to the “conspiracy theory” of the impending One World Government which 
THEY now call “The New World Order” to avoid the conspiracy sounding One World 
Government. 
 
You follow?   
 
Now this is where things start to get confusing; just in case they weren’t confusing 
enough already.  After reading multiple books from “Ascended Masters” Djwhal Khul 
and “The Count of Saint Germaine” (i.e., our friend RC Christian) I began noticing the 
overuse of the word “great” in relation to everything.  Now remember, these sources were 
‘cosmic messengers’ and “Ascended Masters” that were being ‘channeled’ by people like 
Alice Bailey founder of the UN-dead’s Lucifer’s Publishing Company, Helena Blavatsky 
of Theosophy and Adolf Hitler fame and Elizabeth Claire Prophet of Summit University, 



loony umm Los Angeles Califorinia.  So as not to rehash old information this concept is 
discussed at length throughout Section 3 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and is 
discussed specifically in Section 3p.   
 
For now, let’s look at several specific uses of the word “Great” in relation to the “Late 
Great USA” and in fact “The Late Great Planet Earth” as they take on more relevance 
today, summer 2009. 
 
A. The “Great” Work 
 
The following excerpt is from the Section 3 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” 
discussing the rants of the “Ascended Master” Count of Satin Germaine or RC Christian. 
(Remember, “he” is not to be confused with the ‘physical’ RC Christian of history...if 
‘he’ physically existed at all; see Who Is RC Christian? and other links at the 
beginning.)  
 

As bad as this is the “Count” really Illuminates us with his conclusion on the “Great” 
Seal: 
 

The incomplete pyramid is symbolic of the great work of perfecting the 
soul unto the image of the living Christ and the nation into the golden age. (94) 

 
Now I’m getting annoyed.  What the hell, pun intended, am I not “seeing” here?  This 
whole mess really doesn’t sound so “Great” to me. And what “work” is “he” talking 
about?  For those of you who continue on to the (Ascended) Masters course on “DK” 
you’ll be Illuminated to the real meaning of “The Work” and the “The Plan” just like 
the other fools, God’s word, over at the UN-dead. 

 
So based on this quick passage the “great” work is associated with the “living Christ” to 
bring us the “golden age”.  Once again a quick review: 
 
RC Chrisitan = every ‘archetype’ god of ‘history’ and ‘mythology’ = everything opposed 
to or “anti” Jesus Christ, the real One = “the living Christ” = anti-Christ 
 
“Golden Age” = “The Age of Aquarius” = Godless man is his own god = 
Communism/Socialism/Progressivism = “New World Order” = Orwell’s 1984. 
 
B. The “Great” Plan.   
 
Now if there’s a “great” work it must be striving for something.  That ‘something’ is the 
“Great” Plan.  This is also known as just “The Plan”.  In a nutshell, no pun intended, this 
is the Satanic attempt at a one world government slave state predicted by God, the real 
One, in Revelation that is to begin happening oh around now (summer 2009).  On the flip 
side, if you’re a “New” Age or Progressive fool this will be the transition from the 
present age to “The Age of Aquarius”. This is when everyone from KGB/Mother Russia 
leader Vladmir Putin to Communist dictator Hugo Chavez to “the religion of peace” to 
“The Late Great USA” will sit around having love ins, chasing butterflies and singing 



John Lennon’s “Dreamer” over and over.   That is if you’re allowed to live as per RC 
Christian’s Georgia Guidestones that specify around 90% of the world’s “useless eaters” 
become ex-“useless eaters”.  If this sounds bad at least RC is in front of CommuNNist 
founder Ted Turner who advocates a 95% population reduction.  Anyway, here’s Manly 
Hall “Mouthpiece of Masonry” on what “The Plan” actually is:  
 

When evaluating the esoteric groups of this period, the most reliable is 
their acceptance of the responsibility of the Great Plan.  Progress is not ordinarily 
for the advancement of the individual, but for the unfoldment of the universal 
project.  The real Esoteric Schools still labor toward the goal of World 
Commonwealth.  The Plan remains utopian...(2) 

 
Now a basic description on how “The Plan” – or what he calls “the global democratic 
commonwealth” is supposed to work: 
 

All of the great leaders of ancient times realized and taught that the 
establishment of a state of permanent peace among nations depended upon the 
release of human ideals, through properly trained and disciplined minds capable 
of interpreting these ideals in terms of the common good.   

  World democracy was the secret dream of the great classical philosophers. 
One of the most ancient of man’s constructive ideals is the dream of 

universal democracy and a cooperation of all nations in a commonwealth of 
States. (3) 

 
Umm somebody forgot to tell “The Mouthpiece of Masonry” that there are some slight 
‘bumps in the road’ to “World democracy”.  One would be a ‘religion of peace’ that 
believes that all should bow to Allah or be killed; there’s not a lot of wiggle room there.  
Of course when “universal democracy” is applied to an individual country or the entire 
world as we go ‘transnational’ someone must be the ‘administrator’ of this “universal 
democracy”.  A couple of the more ‘popular’ of these would be ‘administrators’ would 
have to include Joseph Stalin and Adolf Hitler.   
 
And just in case anybody still thinks I’m the “conspiracy kook” with all this Satan stuff 
here’s some quotes right out of the World Goodwill Newsletter, Volume 2, 2009, 
published by Goodwill’s parent Lucifer’s Publishing Company now known as Lucis 
Trust, NGO of the UN-dead, New York City (or Mystery, Babylon) USA: 
 

But if we are crossing from one state to another, where have we been, and more 
importantly, in this time of world crisis, where are we going to? 

 
Alice Bailey indicates that the transition now going on is between two different 
ages or epochs in consciousness.  The age now passing, which has conditioned 
human civilizations for around two thousand years, she labels Piscean, whereas 
the age coming she labels Aquarian.  (4) 

 



And what was one of the titles the “Ascended Master” known as “The Count of Saint 
Germaine” bestowed upon “himself”? That would be “hierarch of the Aquarian Age”.   
Remember this “Age of Aquarius” is the ultimate man is God society and is also known 
as the “New” Age or the “Golden” Age. 
 
And here are some excerpts from “The Great Invocation”, right from Lucifer’s 
Publishing Company: 
 
 From the point of Love within the Heart of God 
 Let light stream forth into the minds of men. 
 May Christ* return to Earth. 
 
 Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth  
 

*Many religions believe in a World Teacher Who is to come in the future (hence 
‘Coming One’), knowing him under such names as Lord Maitreya, the Imam 
Mahdi, the Kalki avatar, etc. (5) 

 
That’s just “great”; sounds like an open invitation to THEM for a return to ‘Mother 
Earth’.  Hmm.  Maybe those “Ancient Astronauts” you may have heard about aren’t 
“Astronauts” at all.  This concept was discussed thoroughly in Section 3d of “The 
THEorY of LIVEvolution” and the Kosmos link on the Mystery, Babylon USA related 
links page. 
 
By the way just another ‘fun fact’ you should probably be aware of.  On the Reviews 
page of this website, I posted some excerpts from David Rockefeller’s puppy dog 
Zbigniew Brzezinksi.  This guy is basically a one world Marxian type as indicated by his 
own words.  The title of his book was... “Between Two Ages”.   One can only conclude 
that the “Two Ages” include our present age with pesky things like national sovereignty 
and the Constitution ruling the day to the “New” Age where we’ll have the 
ILLUMINATED, borderless one world nightmare slave state gulag with a dash of World 
War III thrown in as Mother Russia and the ‘religion of peace’ stick their two cents in as 
to who will actually be in charge of the “New World a-hem Order”. 
 
Oh the “New” Age of Aquarius joy. 
 

C. The “Great” Architect 
 
Now of course if you have a “Great Plan” you would need a designer or “Great 
Architect” to implement it.  Any guesses on “who” this “Great” Architect might be?   I’ll 
let my usual standy, Manly Hall, “Mouthpiece of Masonry” clue you in: 
 
 THE SYMBOLS OF THE GREAT SEAL OF THE U.S. 
 

Is the American Eagle actually a Phoenix? Selection of the fabulous bird of the 
ancients seems to have been the intention of the designer of our nation’s Great Seal.  



The Phoenix is the symbol of the Reborn in Wisdom…The design on the reverse of 
the Great Seal is even more definitely related to the Order of the Quest.  The pyramid 
and the all seeing eye represent the Universal House surmounted by the radiant 
emblem of the Great Architect of the Universe…These three symbols in combination 
is more than chance or conicidence (6) 

 
 this passage alone we can see several references to material discussed in other links.  For 
example the concept of “dirty birds” was covered in the Vampires link.  Also the concept 
of a “radiant” or ILLUMINATED eye on top of an uncapped “Great” Pyramid 
representing the “Universal House” is discussed throughout this website beginning with 
the front cover and title page of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”.   They say a picture is 
worth a thousand words and here’s one that should conjure up some familiar sights like 
every time you watch “our” so-called “President” speak from the podium not to mention 
the back of “your” “Federal” “Reserve” Notes: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image from Manly Hall, “The Secret Destiny of America” 



But let’s allow the “Mouthpiece of Masonry” illuminate us some more, no pun intended: 
 

The Phoenix is important in another way, as an emblem among nearly all civilized 
nations of royalty, power, superiority, and immortality.  The Phoenix of China is 
identical in meaning with the Phoenix of Egypt; and the Phoenix of the Greeks is 
the same as the thunderbird of the American Indians. (7) 

 
So once again we can see the ‘archetype’ of the “dirty bird” permeating all of the world’s 
religions…except Biblical Christianity where remember symbols are an absolute no no 
and God, the real One, specifically calls out “unclean birds” for destruction in Revelation 
18.  Let’s continue with “the Mouthpiece of Masonry”: 
 

If incapable of artistic treatment, the great seal is susceptible of profound 
interpretation.  The Pyramid of Gizah was believed by the ancient Egyptians to be 
the shrine of the god Hermes, or Thot, the personification of Universal Wisdom.   

They Pyramid then is the Universal house, and above its unfinished apex 
is the radiant emblem of the Great Architect of the Universe. 
…This temple to the sciences in the old Atlantis is shadowed forth in the seal of 
the New Atlantis. 

The monogram of the New Atlantis reveals this continent as set apart for 
the accomplishment of the great work – here is to arise the pyramid of human 
aspiration, the school of the secret sciences. Over this nation rules the supreme 
king, the Ever Living God.  (8) 

 
This passage speaks volumes; let’s quickly review.  Of course we see, once again, the cap 
less “Great” Pyramid of Giza as the “shrine” of Hermes/Thoth.  And I’ve already tied 
Hermes/Thoth/Mercury directly to our new friend RC Christian (see 
Thoth/Hermes/Mercury link).  Interestingly, some sources claim the “Great” Pyramid 
as dedicated to the chief god of Ancient Egypt, Osiris. This indicates that all of these 
‘gods’ are essentially synonymous and nothing more than references to the god of this 
world, Lucifer, “the angel of light” or Satan himself.  Next, we have the redundant 
reference to the ILLUMINATED eye of Osiris hovering above the cap less pyramid.  
Then following we have confirmation that “the Late Great USA” is in fact the “New 
Atlantis”.  For those keeping score, the “old Atlantis” was the society so evil that God, 
the real One, was forced to paste the whole place with a world-wide deluge.  You may 
recall that all cultures have a “flood story” and that geology supports the concept of such 
an event (see Scientific Evidence Supports the Bible link on the Mystery, Babylon USA 
related links page).  Finally we have this reference to “the supreme king” ruling over this 
nation.  Many “conspiracy kooks” point to passages like this and claim that our actual 
Founding Fathers were part of this “worldwide conspiracy”.  Surely there were isolated 
instances of this such as Alexander Hamilton working for Rothschild banking interests.  
But overall the Founders were low level Freemasons that were not part of the higher 
degrees.   The higher degrees are where things like Lucifer worship and pursuit of 
“World Commonwealth” show up.  Besides, the American version of Freemasonry was 
not nefarious like its European counterpart.  Ultimately, the separation of powers and 
distinct sovereignty enumerated in the Constitution is predicated on the Biblical principle 



that all mankind is prone to evil and in need of Higher guidance.  So based on this one 
would have to say that God, the real One, won out in this nation’s founding. 
 

D. The “Great” One 
 
After all this “great” stuff how about just the name “great”?  First a quick background of 
my source, Israel Regardie.  He was a member of something called the Order of the 
Golden Dawn and his almost 800 page book is entitled “The Original Account of the 
Teachings, Rites and Ceremonies of the Hermetic Order of The Golden Dawn”.   Now 
the word “Hermetic” should jump right out as it is obviously rooted in Hermes, the Greek 
god of wisdom tied in with ‘his’ counterparts the Egyptian Thoth and Roman Mercury.  
Of course all of these gods tie to our new friend, RC Christian (see 
Thoth/Hermes/Mercury link).   Let’s just get a quick overview of this “Golden 
Dawn”…say doesn’t that sound just like a rising sun or the “Dawning of the Age of 
Aqarius” or “The Golden Age” represented by a certain leader’s O? 
 
 

 
Anyway, here’s some excerpts from the back cover: 
 

This masterwork by Israel Regardie reveals the complete curriculum of the 
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, the seminal order that has directly or 
indirectly influenced every occult group for more than 100 years.  Membership in 
the Order included ….Aleister Crowley, Dion Fortune…and Regardie. 

 
…The knowledge lectures expose the mysteries of the Qabalah…and 
astrology…Discover the mysteries and secret rights of the pentagram…and the 
subtle beauty of the Rose Cross. (9)      

 
Aleister Crowley was a high level Freemason/Satanist/certified creep as discussed in 
“The THEorY of LIVEvolution”.  He was an all around great guy who described himself 
as “the beast 666” and whose multiple wives either ended up in mental institutions or 
committing suicide.  “Conspiracy theorist” Ted Flynn in his book “Hope of the Wicked” 
described researching Crowley’s life as equivalent to “...an evening swim in a sewer”.   
Dion Fortune was an English woman who lived in the early twentieth century.  She was 
an influential “New” Age occultist and author on a par with Helena Blavatsky and Alice 
Bailey. Her most famous book was entitled “The Magical Quabalah” (for a description of 
the Kabalah see the link here).   Ms. Fortune was also a member of Helena Blavatsky’s 
Theosophical Society and ran in the same circles as “The New Age Madame”.   
 
In addition to these “New” Age heavyweights notice the cornucopia of items including 
the Qabalah, astrology, the pentagram and of course the Rose Cross already discussed on 
the various links here and throughout this website as “New” Age symbols of Satan 
himself.   



Throughout this book of Satanism Mr. Regardie refers to “our Father CRC”.  That would 
be “Christian Rose Cross”, our new friend RC Christian.  In the following passage we see 
what the hub bub is surrounding the word “great”: 
 

This is the Book of the path of the Chameleon – the knowledge of the 
colours of the forces which lie beyond the physical universe.  Study thou well the 
saying of Hermes “that which is below is like that which is above”, for if that 
which is below is conformed according to the Law of the Concealed One – Great 
is his name – be thou well assured that the closer thou adherest unto the Law of 
the Universe in thy working, by so much the more is thy Magical working just 
and true. (10, emphasis mine) 

 
So there you have it in a nutshell, no pun intended.  We can see terms like “chameleon” 
and “Concealed One” indicating that Lucifer acts like an “angel of light” but is actually 
Satan, the destroyer just like God, the real One, states throughout the Bible.  Also, the 
passage “that which is below is like that which is above” is a reference to the concepts 
discussed in the Kabalah link. 
 
So with all this deception of “the Chameleon” going on courtesy “The Angel of Light” 
it’s no wonder why everything is so “Great” yet really sucks for most of those involved.   
 
And today, summer 2009, we’re on the verge of building the “Great Society” worldwide 
as our ILLUMINATI criminal leaders strive to build the “Universal house” of “World 
Commonwealth” under the guidance of the “Great” One. 
 
God, the real One, help us all. 
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